
ABOUT DUTCH STARTUP ASSOCIATION

Why was the DSA founded?

Simple: we want to turn the Netherlands into the startup nation of Europe. Politicians have to admit: startups are
an important driving force of innovation and economic growth. Still they are more inclined to talk about us than
with us.

That is why the DSA was founded in 2017. To take on your public affairs issues. To engage in lobby activities in
Dutch and European politics. To act as the voice of startups and scale-ups when it concerns legislation,
economic policies, educational regulations and funding issues.

Our ambition

 29 April 2020, 13:39 (CEST)

dSa calls on Prime Minister to save the Dutch
innovation position
In a letter to the Prime Minister, the Dutch Startup Association urges them to do much more for

the Dutch innovation climate, the startup ecosystem and the Dutch startups. Startups are still

categorically excluded from the NOW scheme and a loan scheme amounting to eur 100 million

has become available through Economic Affairs and today another eur 100 million through

Invest-NL. In our surrounding countries, also smaller economies and few innovative countries,

relatively much larger funds are available. In January, at the presentation of Techleap.nl, Prime

Minister Rutte said that he wants the Netherlands to be Europe's number one starting country. 

The full letter including the calculation of 1.6 billion Euro necessary to save Dutch innovation.
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To make the Netherlands the startup state of Europe. Where startups are not only in abundance, but are also
successful, grow faster and operate on a more international basis than anywhere in Europe. We believe it is
possible, and fast!

The DSA focusses on people, resources and rules. This is where we move the needle for startups.
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